“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here”

– Alice

“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to.” –The Cheshire Cat

This is the story of a service called Jump Start,
which is a rather short name for a whole lot of help now that you’ve jumped down the rabbit
hole known as wedding planning.
Much like Alice following the rabbit, planning an event is an adventure into the
unknown. Many paths exist, but which is the one for you?
You may have a bulging Pinterest board, magazines galore and maybe even the advice of a
recently married friend or relative.
But how does Pinterest know what decorations your venue will allow?
Do the budgets in the magazine for services reflect NY or OK prices?
Do you want the exact same wedding and reception your friend had?
Probably not.
So how does Jump Start make a difference if these other paths don’t?
Jump Start provides that badly needed jolt to your stamina & confidence.
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Topic specific information
Details at your fingertips
You’ll be able to delegate
Stress levels within tolerable limits!

The wedding industry is full of interesting people. Jump Start teaches you how to understand
and work with vendors.
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You’ll learn to ask the right questions
Vendors will respect you more
You’ll convey your ideas with clarity
The end results will be what you want
You really can be your own planner. Let a professional teach you!

We meet for two hours and discuss as many details as you know at the moment.
We use those notes & a decade of experience to write your pages of instructions and tips.
You receive your Jump Start in the mail two business weeks later.

We meet back 60 days later for one hour to discuss any questions & move you into full action
mode! (meeting can be switched to 60 days prior to event if you prefer)

Cost: $750
Your personal time invested: 3 hours
Your return: A HUGE help to your planning, measurable confidence and results.

“Begin at the beginning,” the King said, “and go on till you come to the end; then
stop.” – Alice in Wonderland
Begin with your ideas
Go on with the Jump Start
Reach the end with your sanity intact!

If this sounds like a welcome alternative to floundering in DIY confusion or spending a large
portion of your budget on a planner, then you need a Jump Start!
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